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19 TRAFFIC STOPS 42 BAKER ACTS 1 

WATCH COMMANDER:    Stuart/Ditolla DATE: 1/9/2020 
 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Domestic 
Disturbance-
Physical 

20-2705 Ranber Pl Originally called in as an overdose, O1 stated her boyfriend was 
unresponsive with a needle next to him.  Upon LE arrival, the male 
was alert and conscious and standing in the living room.  The male 
advised O1 was trying to get him in trouble and there was no 
narcotic use occurring.  The male refused any medical treatment on 
scene.  Units cleared the scene and were immediately called back 
to the residence reference a physical disturbance.  It was 
determined that O1 spit in the face of her boyfriend during a verbal 
altercation. O1 was arrested reference Battery DV, as the two 
resided together in the home and were involved in an intimate 
relationship for the past year.  Report by DS Crego. 

Baker Act 20-2832 Palm Coast Pwy 
N.E Shell Station 

Male adult taken into protective custody for a Baker Act. 

Fraud 20-2748 S. R. 100 
Walgreens  

Female made a purchase with a fake $100. Cashier did not notice 
“For Motion Picture Use Only” in small print on the bill. 

Stolen tag-
Recovered 

20-3910 Pine Hill Ln Stolen tag and Decal were removed from NCIC/ FCIC as stolen by 
communications. See report by Cpl Gimbel for further. 

TS 20-2884 Pine Grove / 
Belle Terre 

Dep. Conway attempted to stop a Nissan Altima but it fled, turning 
onto Royal Palms east bound, the vehicle was not pursued. Minutes 
later Cpl. Meehan spotted the vehicle at McDonalds at 100 / Old 
Kings. The driver started to exit, but saw LEO and got back in and 
fled again. An anonymous caller advised a female jumped from the 
vehicle on Town Center and she was later located. Report by DS 
Conway 
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